PROCESS FOR IGNITING YOUR INNER STARGATES AND
ALIGNING WITH THE DIVINE
Malachi Through Katherine Torres, Ph.D.D.D.
For Barbara “Marrianna” Zimmermann
Can you assist me in igniting my inner stargates and aligning with the Divine?
“Well, Beautiful One, let us honor that the stargates are your chakras and let us honor that it is
not simply 7 there are 13.
“We’re going to ask your consciousness to reach up and ascend to that which is termed the 13 th
chakra center in the stream of your being. As you know when you are here in the 13th chakra you are
in what is called the transpersonal arena of consciousness. The 13th Chakra vibrates with the Bliss of
Oneness, so allow yourself to experience your feeling of the Bliss of Oneness.”
Oh! Chills fill my entire being!
“Indeed”
“Now feeling that, sensing that radiating, begin to descend and as you do you’re going to tap
into the sphere called your 12th chakra center and the essence of Great Wisdom the chaos of great
creativity. You call it the Big Bang in your human senses and it is creating newness. As you connect
with your 12th chakra we want you to realize once and again it is inner-connected with your 1st
chakra. So allow the Light of the 12th chakra to ignite the stargate of your 1st chakra, taking in that
Divine creative power to be manifested in your human form. As you do that in the root chakra make
an acknowledgement ‘I allow the renewal of the Divine essence in me, all things of my past are gone;
there is only this day and I respond only to this moment.’
“Now bring yourself again to the highest nature of the transpersonal and the 11 th chakra point
of Light. As you make that connection, feel the stream of the Divine energy that creates the individual
components of all existence and that include you! Within that vibratory essence it inner-connects with
your 2nd chakra in your body. The presence of the Divine Feminine, the Great Mother, emerges in
your body and with that she/you allow birthing, birthing of the new Light, igniting the higher source
of your soul. Igniting the vibrations of higher intention, forget the past, it is gone. There is only the
present.
“Now allow yourself to let the mind of your consciousness move into your 10th chakra. The
spirit vibration here allows what is called a vortexual energy to merge with you. This brings forth the
dynamics of the RNA/DNA changes and the geometrics of these changes into the full experience of

matters to personality. Then it intersects with your solar plexus, where you will express this Light of
awareness, this identity of Light Being through yourself. That can be felt in your solar plexus igniting
that stargate with such knowledge.
“Now let’s have your consciousness go to the 9th chakra and as it does, yes, we want you to
feel the natural rhythm of the universe, its movement in the evolution, its consciousness creating
awareness within you, of the Oneness. You are One. Source and you are One! In the vibration of this
natural rhythm, indeed it does connect to your heart space. So as you bring this vibration to your
heart chakra you will say, ‘what is ignited through this stargate is a vibration of one heart beating.’
Divine heart, Divine heart beating within you, releasing unconditional love through you and unto
your world. From it, Beautiful One, a greater aspect of creating Divine ideals emerges.
“Now let us have you move to what is called the 8th chakra to remember something very
sacred. It is the power point of sound, Divine sound. It is the vibration that you can hear in your
inner ears and inner-connecting with your throat chakra. Through that then tones, sounds vibrate
through you in your spoken word or through your tonings that allows for this higher consciousness to
ignite this stargate into a communication that is of higher order.
“Then indeed your 7th chakra and your 6th chakra work together. The 7th chakra is the
doorway to spirit into matter allowing the Light to penetrate into the penial gland and the pituitary
gland. As you allow this to ignite the 7th and 6th chakra, your own consciousness blazes with a
Brilliant Light and opens to allow receiving of ideas through the brain system. Your intuition is
stronger, a balance of your reasoning mind and your intuitive mind occurring, because you are
aligned with the Divine. And that ignites your centers!
“Know that the very moment you have ignited these gateways you’re in past, present and
future, that is the now.
“Now feel the Light blazing!”
Oh! Aha, it’s so very warm!
“Indeed. Indeed!”
Thank you so very much Malachi!

